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Anymore 

“That means he still needs to work on his acting skills. 

Jojo: Come on, Aaron, have some congee. Aaron: Well, thank you.. 

I suddenly feel sorry for Aaron. Having a sister like this must be tough.‘ 

As Aaron’s fans watched the livestream, they couldn’t help but feel sorry for t
heir idol and husband. 

Simone 
and her group didn’t go to the farmers‘ homes to find work that day. Instead, t
hey stayed in the yard, with Simone fixing electrical appliances and tutoring th
e 
children in the village, while Zac and the other two continued teaching their cla
sses. 

During lunchtime, each family of the children who came to learn prepared a di
sh for them, discussed. 

As a result, Simone’s group had a table full of food for lunch without having to 
go out. 

Zac took a picture of the dishes and shared it in the group chat. 

Zac: We have a table full of food without going out. I’m afraid we won’t be able
 to finish it all. 

On the other hand, Aaron and the others heard the notification sound on their 
phones and absentmindedly opened the group chat. 

Instantly, the four of them were speechless.  

Aaron nearly swore out loud. “I shouldn’t have clicked on it.” 



as 

As Leyla looked at the picture of the abundant dishes on the table and then ba
ck at the bowl of noodles in front of her, she suddenly regretted her decision t
o choose this group. 

That day, they found a job helping with rice harvesting. Jodie and Leyla didn’t 
go to the fields to harvest paddy but instead bundled the paddy harvested by 
others and loaded it onto hand carts. 

However, they couldn’t last even an hour and began to feel their backs and ha
nds aching. Their work became slower and slower. 

Leon and Aaron helped with rice harvesting in the field and only managed to p
ersist for a little over an hour. 

Naturally, the host was not satisfied with their work, and the lunch provided wa
s just a bowl of chicken noodle soup. 

Just then, Leyla suggested, “Should we go teach the village children singing a
nd dancing too?” 

Yet, Jodie vetoed the idea immediately. “I don’t think we should. Otherwise, th
e other group might think we want to steal their students. It was Simone’s idea
 to teach the village children. I don’t want to do the same thing as her.” 

Her reason left Leyla speechless. “But we’re really not good at this job today. 
The host said that if we continue like this in the afternoon, they won’t pay us. 
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This hou didn’t mind making them look bad at all. 

Jodic also found it quite frustrating. “Haven’t we already done enough? The ho
st today is too demanding. 

After some thought, she suggested, “Why don’t we go to town to make some 
money? Simone and her group have been learning shadow puppetry these pa
st few days. It’s much more interesting than just doing manual labor. If we wa
nt to stand out in the livestream, we need to figure out a way.” 



Leon asked, “But how? Do we look for jobs?” He really didn’t want to harvest 
rice anymore. Since he had 
never done such labor before, he was experiencing soreness in his back and 
pain in his hands. 

To make things worse, the sun 
was scorching in the afternoon. Being out in the fields under its intense rays le
ft their faces several shades darker and even caused sunburn. 

She suggested, “We can perform. I can play the guitar, Aaron can dance, and 
both you and Miss Morse can sing.” She had learned to play the guitar with Lu
ca before. 

This morning, she discreetly asked one of the production staff behind the live 
stream camera. The person said that 
her yoga practice wasn’t generating as much interest 
as Simone’s martial arts practice, and there was a significant difference. 

This upset her; she couldn’t understand why her graceful yoga practice couldn
’t compete with Simone’s rough martial arts practice. What were the viewers t
hinking? So, she came up with an 
idea to showcase her versatility to her audience. 

When she suggested the plan, the other three didn’t object. After all, 
they were all tired of manual labor and didn’t find rice harvesting or paddy bun
dling appealing. Performing would likely be more enjoyable. 

Thus, they discussed the idea with Jonah. He not only didn’t oppose it but als
o provided them with a car to take them to town. Their livestream does need s
ome changes to make it more interesting.  

While they were heading to town, Simone’s group visited the home 
of the old man who made 
shadow puppets. The old man had already prepared the puppets needed for t
heir performance and now needed to rehearse with them. 

T 

it 

He began by saying, “I’ll teach you how to manipulate the shadow puppets, an
d then you can provide the voices for the characters you’re holding. But there’



s still an issue that needs to be resolved; otherwise, the performance will have
 a flaw.” 

Eric asked, “What’s the issue?” 

42 

The old man explained, “The music. When we performed shadow puppetry in 
the past, my son was responsible for the music. Sigh. Unfortunately, he’s no l
onger with us, and my grandson isn’t skilled at playing those instruments. So, 
we may need your production team to find someone who can play the instrum
ents.” 

Sitting in a corner of the room, Jonah asked, “Sir, what musical instruments ar
e needed for the music?” 

To answer the question, the old man took them to a separate room and pointe
d to a cabinet filled with various instruments. “These.” 
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When Jonah and the others looked over, they found a drum, castanets, fiddle,
 dulcimer, flute, and 

trumpet. 

The elderly man said, “I can play the castanets and flute, but I’m not skilled wit
h the other instruments.” 

Jonah looked a bit troubled. “Then we’ll need someone skilled in 
playing drums, fiddles, dulcimers, and trumpets. We might have to find someo
ne from outside, but I’m not sure if they’ll make it in time.” 

Their performance was scheduled for the day after tomorrow, and it would be 
challenging to bring in several skilled musicians from out of town in such a sho
rt time. 

At this moment, Simone raised her hand. “Why don’t I give it a try?” 



Everyone in the room looked at her in complete surprise. Does she know how 
to play the instruments too? 
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When Simone noticed everyone’s shocked 
expressions, she awkwardly asked, “Why are you all looking at me like that?”
  

Zac approached her and inquired, “Can you play all these instruments?”  

She nodded. “Yes, I have learned to play them all.” 

Before crossing over to the other universes, Simone used to take fiddle clas
ses. As a result, she was quite familiar 
with the several instruments before her and knew how to play them. 

Zac’s eyes sparkled as he looked at her. “You’re amazing, Simone.”  

Simone smiled. “Thank you for the compliment!” 

Meanwhile, the elder was shocked but grinned as he beckoned–
Simone over: “Come here, young 
lady. I’ll give you a score. Try playing these instruments.” 

Simone nodded. “Sure!” 

The elder took out several music scores from the cabinet and opened one, poi
nting to a page. “Use the fiddle to play this piece.” 

Simone carefully examined the score, then took the fiddle from the elder and b
egan playing. Soon, a lively and cheerful fiddle piece filled the air. 

The elder smiled in satisfaction. “You’re quite skilled at playing the fiddle.” 

Next, the elder asked Simone to try the drums, dulcimer, and trumpet. 

Simone remained confident and calm as she played each of the scores given t
o her by the elder. Once she finished, the elder’s smile grew even wider. “Very



 good. I’m confident that you can handle playing the soundtracks. There’s no n
eed to look for anyone else.” 

Smiling, Simone murmured, “Sure. I’ll take care of the soundtracks.” 

Jonah smiled slightly. “Miss Gray, you’ve made things very easy for our crew.” 

Meanwhile, Keira and Eric couldn’t help but admire Simone. Although they did
n’t know how to play these instruments, they could hear how well she had play
ed the pieces. 

Keira asked, “Simone, do you play any other instruments besides these?” 

“I know a few others,” Simone replied. Keira then asked, “For example? Can y
ou list a few?” 

Simone answered, “I can play the harp, banjo, flute, clarinet, ocarina, piano, c
ello, guitar, saxophone, 

and bass.” 

Everyone on set fell silent as they suddenly had the urge to ask what she coul
dn’t play. It was simply amazing. 
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Zac’s eyes filled with smiles. “You know how to play the guitar too? Why don
’t we play a duet when we get back? 

Simone nodded. “Sure!”  

Then, Keira pointed at the banjo on the cabinet. 
“Simone, I would like to hear you play the banjo. Can you perform a piece fo
r us?”  

Simone also liked 
the banjo and had spent a long time practicing it when she was in a retro univ
erse. “No problem!” 



She asked the elder if she could use the banjo. Not only did the elder not ref
use her request, but he even personally handed it to her. “I would like to hear
 you play the banjo too.” 

The young lady grew on him the more they interacted. 

‘How could Simone know how to play so many instruments? She must be bluff
ing. 

‘I think the show must be scripted. Simone is only acting 
according to the script, otherwise, how 
could she know so many instruments?” 

‘She must have practiced the pieces she played with those instruments in priv
ate. 

“This show is too fake. This scene is obviously staged for us to watch. 

‘Yet the crew dares to claim they’re realistic. I’m going to report on this show.” 

‘Don’t you think the crew is too biased toward Simone? Why does she get all t
he attention?” 

‘I heard Simone previously saved the director’s wife, which is how she got on t
his show.” 

‘Look at that. How could this relationship not seem suspicious?” 

‘I’m speechless. The director is hyping Simone and even planned a scripted s
cene for her. Does he take us audiences for fools?‘  

There were suddenly many complaints and skeptical comments on the screen
. 

The very first few comments that set the mood were from the paid trolls Titus 
hired. He planned to make Aaron and Jodie seem like close siblings while als
o portraying Jodie as a lovable person, creating a comparison with Simone. H
owever, none of that was successful. Worse still, all of that failed in compariso
n to Simone. 

In contrast, Jodie didn’t become as popular as they had hoped, and her reputa
tion had even 



plummeted. Titus felt suffocated because he couldn’t accept the fact that his p
lan had failed. Therefore, he hired paid trolls, hoping to make Simone look ba
d by claiming that the crew was trying to hype her popularity with a script. 

This plan could tarnish Simone’s image and help Jodie regain some of her rep
utation. 

They could say that the crew intended to hype Simone’s popularity, thus suppr
essing Aaron and Jodie. 

When Aaron 
and Leon’s fans saw the situation, they immediately followed the trend and be
gan 
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criticizing and scrutinizing Simone. 

Although Simone’s fans tried to counter, they were no match for the paid troll
s and fans of the other three celebrities, so their comments were soon drowne
d out. 

Upon seeing the sudden influx of comments, Jonah knew that someone had h
ired paid trolls to frame Simone and the crew. He frowned, knowing that the sit
uation would worsen if this 
continued. He would admit it if this show was scripted, but it wasn’t, so he co
uldn’t let someone else frame him for it. 

Currently, Simone held the banjo and asked, “Which song would you like me t
o play?” 

Those words puzzled the crowd because they rarely had the chance to listen t
o a banjo piece, so they didn’t know what to choose. 

Keira suggested, “Why don’t you choose something yourself?” 

Jonah raised his head and watched as Simone confidently asked everyone to 
choose what she should play. That meant she knew a lot of banjo pieces. 



Then, he scanned the comments on the screen and contemplated for a mome
nt before asking Simone, “Why don’t we let the livestream viewers choose wh
at song they would like to hear?” 

Such an interaction could liven the atmosphere and show that Simone was ind
eed skilled at playing the banjo. More importantly, letting the audience choose
 a song could diminish their suspicions because 
it meant the song chosen would be random and, therefore, prove that Simone 
had not practiced it in advance. 

Smiling, Simone stated, “Sure! Let’s have the audience choose. I’ll play the so
ng if I know it.” 

‘Wow! How can my wife be so talented?‘ 

‘Heavens, my wife knows how to play so many instruments!‘ 

‘Our darling spoils us so much. Did you hear what she said? She will play wha
tever song we choose. 

‘Those who said this show is scripted and that she is only pretending to know 
how to play 
so many instruments and can only play pieces the crew gave her, why don’t y
ou guys choose a song?‘ 

‘Yes! If our darling can play whatever song they choose, it proves that this sho
w is not scripted.’ 

‘I believe she knows how to play those instruments. The people commenting a
re clearly trying to frame and ruin her.’ 

‘There’s also the possibility that they are trolls hired to ruin her reputation, Jon
ah suggested. 

Jonah revealed a satisfied grin as he read the comments. 

His plan had indeed worked, but of course, it was based on the assumption th
at Simone was truly talented and capable of playing the song the audience ch
ose. However, he had faith in her abilities. 

And so, he announced, “I have read the comments and can guarantee that ou
r show is not scripted. Furthermore, I can assure you that we did not allow Si



mone to practice anything in advance. So, for those of you who continue to sc
rutinize the crew and Simone, please make your selection. Simone will 
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play it as long as she knows how to.” 

Zac and the others also understood what was happening upon hearing that. 
At this moment, several people in the live stream viewers were attempting to t
arnish Simone’s image. That was unacceptable. 

Meanwhile, Simone wasn’t surprised by this and could guess that it was prob
ably the doing of Sc*mbag No. 2. The man had control issues and couldn’t tol
erate things going out of his control and arrangements. It was evident that her
 performance on this show had displeased him. 

If the show was scripted and pre–
rehearsed, it would make the audience suspicious. Simone smiled slightly and
 said, “I never expected someone to question whether I’m acting according to
 a script. But I can assure you that I am not, so please do not falsely accuse th
e crew because you want to discredit me. I am confident that I can play any so
ng you choose, so for those of you 
who have questioned and accused me in the comments section, select a song
, and I will play it for you.” 

Then, she added confidently, “Choose any song you want.” 

She was that self–assured. 
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Chapter 43 Failing Terribly 

Simone’s words shocked everyone on the scene and the viewers watching the
 livestream. 

“Is Simone claiming that she can play any banjo song we request?” 



“How is that possible? Is she really that skilled? I find it hard to believe.” 

“What gave Simone the confidence to say that?” 

“Is Simone overly confident or just arrogant?” 

“Let’s choose a song, everyone.” 

“You’re right. Since Simone made such a claim, we should fulfill her request.” 

The paid trolls quickly 
discussed and chose a song they believed Simone couldn’t play. 

“Play A Soldier’s Armor‘ then.” 

Unlike well–
known songs like ‘Gallows Pole or The Battle Cry of Freedom. A Soldier’s Ar
mor‘ was at Civil War song with sixteen segments and varying moods through
out, making it quite challenging to play. 

Those who didn’t know the song searched for it online. 

In the end, the haters, as well as Aaron’s and Leon’s fans, agreed to the choic
e. 

“Great. Play that song 

“I’ve heard it before, so I’m curious to hear Simone’s rendition.” 

“This song is quite difficult. I wonder if Simone can actually play it.” 

Since Simone couldn’t see the comments, Jonah relayed their suggestion. “Th
ey want you to play the song called ‘A Soldier’s Armor, okay?” 

Simone was familiar with the song, so she replied, “Okay!” 

Without wasting any time, she began plucking the banjo’s strings. 

The song started with a low and somber beat, then transitioned into a fierce at
mosphere full of intensity. Finally, it ended with a sad and heart–
wrenching melody, creating a stark contrast with the earlier sections. Not only
 were those present immersed in the atmosphere, but the livestream viewers 
were also captivated by the performance on the screen. 



Once the song ended, everyone gradually returned to their senses. 

“Simone played really well.” 

“As a banjo player myself, I have to say that Simone not only played it correctl
y, but she also perfectly captured the somber and tragic mood of the song.” 
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“I don’t usually listen to the banjo, but I was captivated by it just now.” 

“Simone’s skill on the banjo is evident from her performance of that song.” 

“To those who claimed she was acting, are you feeling embarrassed now?” 

The paid trolls and Aaron’s fans felt embarrassed 
indeed. They didn’t expect Simone to be genuinely skilled at the banjo. Howev
er, since the paid trolls aimed to ruin Simone’s reputation, they wouldn’t give u
p easily. 

“We admit that Simone is quite 
skilled at the banjo, but it doesn’t mean everything before was not pre- arrang
ed.” 

“If you want us to believe her, let her play a song on the violin, dulcimer, and tr
umpet as well.” 

“Don’t they have a guitar? Let her play something on that too.” 

“Yes. If Simone can do it, we’ll admit that she’s skilled in many 
instruments and not faking it.” 

When Jonah saw the comments, a smile appeared in his eyes as he thought, 
“Isn’t this free publicity?” 

If Simone could play those instruments, it would prove that their show wasn’t s
cripted and possibly make headlines. Therefore, he glanced at Simone and re
ad out the comments. 



Simone replied indifferently, “Sure. Let’s go with their request. 

“Our darling is so confident. I love it!” 

“Wifey is the best. I love your confidence.” 

“Oh my gosh! Let’s go with their request. She’s awesome 

“That’s quite arrogant. I’m not her fan, but if she can do it, I don’t mind becomi
ng one.” 

“Isn’t she afraid her bluff will be exposed?” 

“Since she’s so confident and arrogant, we won’t go easy on her.” 

Following that, the paid trolls hurriedly searched for obscure and difficult song
s. But Simone flawlessly played them all while capturing the essence of each 
piece. 

“Awesome. Simone is very talented.” 

“How can my wifey be that great?” 

“Wifey is so awesome! I love her!” 

“She did it. She played all those songs. That’s amazing.” 

“Most importantly, she played them on different instruments as requested by t
he haters. I want to be her fan.” 

Simone used different instruments to play different songs, leaving her fans ch
eering in excitement and 
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several livestream viewers changing from haters to neutral and then becoming
 her fans. 



Her number of followers on Facebook skyrocketed again. The recorded footag
e from the livestream. was posted on the internet. 

The video titled “Simone: Let’s Go with Their Request‘ became a hit after her 
martial arts video. It not only attracted more viewers to the livestream, but also
 caught the attention of several music lovers. 

“Where are those who claimed Simone was acting according to the crew’s scri
pt?” 

“If you’re so good at acting, w 

you perform for us?” 

“I would be impressed if all of that was pre–rehearsed.” 

“Where are the haters? Come out!” 

“I bet they’re feeling embarrassed and want to hide.” 

Many of Simone’s fans and ordinary viewers mocked those who tried to frame
 and criticize her. 

Meanwhile, the paid trolls and haters could do 
nothing but stay silent. What else could they do? Continuing to criticize and fra
me Simone would only result in them being attacked. 

At the Gray Residence, Titus had been watching the broadcast and looked glo
omy. He never expected his biological sister to be so talented in music and ca
pable of playing such obscure and difficult songs. 

His plan had failed. 

Not only did he fail to frame Simone and the production crew, but he unintenti
onally boosted her popularity, causing her banjo performance to trend and imp
ress her fans. It even helped the show prove its authenticity with no scripted el
ements. 

Luca, who was watching the livestream, turned to Titus. Titus, your plan failed
 miserably. I told you Simone is talented in music, Why did you pay those peo
ple to attack her with music?” 



Luca was a popular and talented singer; he had a good relationship with Simo
ne. While they weren’t as close as Aaron and Simone, they got along well. 

Simone would practice singing with him and even cooked meals that were goo
d for his vocal cords. However, he hoped Simone would understand her 
position in the family and stop competing with Jodie or causing trouble. That’s 
why he supported Reuben, Titus, and Aaron’s plan to deal with her. 

Now that Luca realized that Titus‘ plan had actually helped Simone instead of 
bringing her down, he felt a sense of pride in having such an amazing biologic
al younger sister. However, he also had mixed. emotions. Since Simone hadn’
t been brought down but instead delivered such a stunning performance, didn’
t that mean she had surpassed Jodie? 

Titus gave him 
a stern look. “If you can’t speak properly, then just be quiet. You did mention t
hat she had musical talent, but how was I supposed to know she was skilled i
n playing so many instruments?” 

He asked, “Were you aware of that?” 

Luca shook his head. “I had no idea she could play so many instruments.” 
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Then, he added helplessly, “She can play even more instruments than I can…
” 

Andrew was also taken aback by Simone’s performance and furrowed his bro
w. “Now, the question is, what about Jedie?” 
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At that moment, the Gray brothers were watching both live–
stream channels. While Simone was playing various instruments, Jodic and th
e others performed on the town’s streets. 



Jodie confidently played a song on the guitar while Aaron danced in front of h
er. There was also crowd around them, attracted by the lively atmosphere. Ho
wever, not many of them recognized the 

TWO.  

As for Leon, he was more popular than the others, and some of the townsfolk 
had watched the dramas. and movies he acted in. 

By now, Jodie had finished playing the guitar in her live broadcast. 

As someone who understood music, Luca compared the guitar pieces Simone
 and Jodie played from both live streams and then gave Titus a cold stare. He
 couldn’t help but quip, “Titus, I don’t think you’re trying to ruin Simone. You’ve
 clearly sabotaged Jodie, What were you thinking when you told the paid trolls
 to get Simone to play the same song as Jodie on the guitar?” 

Titus fell silent for a moment, not knowing what to say. “I only know Simone c
an play the violin. I had no idea she knew how to play the 
guitar. I thought it would make Jo look better if Simone couldn’t play that song
.” 

He didn’t know much about music. “I thought Jo played quite well. Aaron even
 danced to her tune, and the atmosphere was great.” 

Luca couldn’t help but roll his eyes. “Jo did play well, but it was far from Simo
ne’s. Jo only managed to play the entire song, while Simone managed to conv
ey the song’s emotions. Anyone who understands music can hear that.” 

After a moment’s silence, Titus realized he had done something wrong. Frustr
ated, he rebuked, “Who knew Simone was so talented? I intended to help Jo.” 

In his many years of being a manager, this was the first time he failed so terrib
ly. 

Andrew asked, “How are we going to save this situation? 

Titus shook his head before muttering, “I don’t know either.” 

This situation had him stumped as well. 

At that, Andrew commented somewhat unpleasantly. “Simone kept that from u
s so well.” 



It had been more than a year since Simone returned to the Gray Family, but s
he never told them she knew how to play so many instruments. Andrew sighe
d again. “How sad would Jo be if she knew about this.” 

Jodie had always had a delicate mind and was quite sensitive. If she found o
ut Simone had outshone her, she would be devastated. Hence, Andrew sugge
sted, “Why don’t we get those paid netizens to sabotage Simone from anothe
r angle?” 

Simone seemed indifferent about everything, so she wouldn’t mind getting hat
ed. 
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But Titus gave it a thought and rejected the idea. “That’s not doable for now. If
 we get the trolls to sabotage her from another angle, it would make it very ob
vious. The audiences aren’t fools. Also, Jonah has quite a status in the enterta
inment industry, and angering him will do us no good.” 

There wasn’t a show Jonah directed that wasn’t popular. Moreover, Titus had 
several artists under his wing. If he 
were to offend Jonah, it might cause his other artists to get rejected from joinin
g popular variety shows, which would be a huge loss for him. 

With a thunderous expression. Andrew asked, “So, should we just watch as Si
mone outshines Jo? Simone has already taken away Jo’s identity and wants t
o steal her popularity. Titus, you’ve ruined everything!” After all, Simone would
n’t have gotten such a good opportunity to show off her talent if Titus hadn’t int
ervened. 

Titus glanced at him. “Are you blaming me? I tried to sabotage Simone for Jo, 
but now it’s my fault that something happened.” 

If this hadn’t been for Jodie, he would be crazy to get trolls to sabotage his bio
logical sister. 

Andrew choked before muttering. “I didn’t say it was your fault. What I mean is
 that we need to find a chance to make things right. 



Titus rebuked coldly. “Of course, I know we must make things right. I don’t ne
ed you to remind me, but this episode is about to end, so it won’t be easy to m
ake a turnaround. Let’s wait for the next episode. Get Jo ready to make a com
eback. I believe she will definitely outshine Simone,” 

Left with no choice. Andrew nodded. “Fine. Once this show ends, I’ll get jo to 
act in the upcoming series I’ll be directing. I think that’s a good chance to hype
 her popularity.” 

He touched his chin and suggested, “It’ll be better if we can persuade Simone 
to play the supporting role. She can be a villainous character, cunning and ma
licious. It will greatly contrast the innocent and kind–
hearted female lead. If Simone plays that role and Jo plays the female protago
nist, the audience will surely change their view of Jo and may even turn again
st Simone.” 

After all, the audiences would always develop feelings for characters on televi
sion and bring their emotions to reality. 

Titus understood Andrew’s intention and nodded in agreement. “Once this epi
sode ends, go and look for Simone. Try your best to persuade her to take on t
he supporting role in your series. 

If they succeeded in their plan, they could change 
the audiences‘ opinions about Simone and Jodie. 

“But the most important thing now is to get Jo to stand out in the next episode 
so that she can starkly contrast Simone. That way, the fans Simone gained no
w can change into Jo’s fans.” 

The fans gained on variety shows aren’t as solid, so there is a possibility they 
would switch sides at any moment. That is the point the Gray 
brothers tend to use. 

Andrew agreed to that. “Okay. Once they return home after this episode, I’ll go
 look for Simone.” 

After all, Simone still somewhat respected and cared for him. Before, he need
ed a cameo for one of his series and asked her for help, which she agreed to. 

His profession is quite challenging. During the summer of last year, he had to 
shoot a series in the 
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wilderness and 
suffered quite a bit. When Simone found out about it, she would make refresh
ments almost every day and send them to his film set for him. Whenever he di
dn’t have the appetite to eat, she would make medicinal meals and something
 appetizing to bring to him. Besides that, she also made a cooling sachet for hi
m to wear, which was quite effective. Therefore, he 
was confident he could persuade her to take on the role. 

Once Jo becomes popular, he would find a way to make it up to Simone. For 
example, he could even give Simone a leading role in his new series. 

“As for how to make Jo stand out in the next episode, I’ll leave that to you guy
s.” He isn’t particularly good at that. 

Titus pondered for a moment and turned to Luca. “Luca, you can write a song 
for Jo. I heard they will head to a larger city for the next two episodes and mig
ht even head abroad. Write a song for Jo 
and tell her to say that she wrote it herself. Make her look like a talented artist.
“ 

Since the plan to make Aaron and Jodie appear close and for Jodie to have a 
likable personality failed in this episode, it would be best to change to a differe
nt image for the next episode. 

Andrew agreed with the idea. “Simon was able to showcase her knowledge a
nd skills in this episode, and it seems like the audience enjoys that. I think port
raying Jo as a talented artist is a good idea. 

He then suggested, “Or we can present her as a prodigy. After all, she gradua
ted from a well–
known school overseas. It would be even better to find an opportunity for her t
o play the piano. That’s her major, and it would certainly impress the audienc
e.” 



Luca added, “Jo is excellent at playing the piano, so I think this might work. M
oreover, that is her specialty, so Simone won’t be able to compete with Jo in t
hat aspect.” 

Titus agreed. “Okay. I know what to do now,” 

He put on a confident look, waiting for Jodie to return so that he could guide h
er on how to defeat Simone. He was certain that he would not fail again. 

Reuben, who had been silent all this time, suddenly spoke up. “If they are goin
g overseas for the next episode, that would be advantageous for Jo.” 

Jodie had completed her college studies abroad, so she had an advantage in t
erms of understanding the language and customs. 

“I’ll have my secretary discuss this with Jonah once this episode ends. He narr
owed his eyes. “If they are planning to go overseas, I’ll sponsor them. 

Upon 
hearing this, the other Gray brothers immediately became interested. “That’s a
 great idea.” 

After all, who would reject sponsorships? Given Jonah’s character, it was very
 likely that he would agree 

to it. 

Following that, Luca was asked to write a customized song for Jodie. 

Meanwhile, Titus instructed the trolls to change their approach. Instead of sab
otaging Simone, they were to promote Jodie. 
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On the other hand, Simone had no idea that her despicable brothers were pla
nning to scheme against her. After finishing playing the instruments, she gaine



d more approval from her fellow teammates and the elder, who then began te
aching her how to play the accompaniment for shadow puppetry. 

Simone was bright and quick–
witted, not to mention able to grasp things easily, so she learned everything th
e elder taught her and executed it flawlessly. 

The elder looked at her, feeling disappointed. “You have such great talent.” 

It was a pity that she was a celebrity and couldn’t enter the shadow puppetry i
ndustry. Otherwise, he would really like to 
introduce her to his friends in Cebros. 

But upon further 
consideration, he realized there was nothing wrong with introducing her to his 
friends even if she didn’t pursue a career in this industry. Therefore, he decide
d to invite his friends over tonight and have a chat with them. 

Meanwhile, Simone quickly learned the accompaniment for shadow puppetry, 
so the elder then instructed Zac and the others on how to perform shadow pu
ppetry and do voice–overs. 

Since Zac had previous acting experience, his skills weren’t bad. Additionally, 
Eric was a talented actor, so they quickly grasped the techniques. 

On the other hand, Keira, being a singer, was slower in this aspect, but she w
asn’t unintelligent and soon caught on after a few practices. 

By the end of the afternoon, the four of them were able to put on a shadow p
uppetry performance, although it still needed some polishing 

The elder had a favorable impression of them because he noticed their earnes
tness in learning and their lack of disdain or displeasure, He said, “Come pract
ice again tomorrow, and you’ll be ready to 

The four nodded in agreement. “Sure!” 

The audience felt that the four of them did well, especially Simone, who left a 
strong impression on everyone. They couldn’t help but look forward to the perf
ormance in two days. 



Meanwhile, in town, Jodie and the others were not having much luck with their
 plan to earn money by performing on the streets. 
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The four of them, including Jodie, performed in a crowded town square 

There were quite a few onlookers. but the tips they received after the perform
ance were meager. They only managed to earn a little over fifty, mostly thanks
 to Leon’s popularity. 

As Jodie looked at the money in the box, she felt a deep 
sense of disappointment. She had expected to make more money with their st
reet performance, but it turned out to 
be just over fifty. In her everyday life, she wouldn’t even bother to pick up that 
amount if it fell on the ground. 

She smiled wryly and said to the others, “With the little money we’ve earned, 
we’ll have to tighten our belts for dinner tonight.” 

Leon sensed Jodie was trying to sound optimistic despite feeling down, so he 
comforted her, “We’ve done quite well to earn this much. Your guitar playing is
 excellent, Jodie. I could see that the audience enjoyed it. It’s just that this is a 
remote town, and many people here aren’t used to tipping street. performers.” 

He smiled, adding, “Let’s work harder to earn more money in the next episode
.” 

Jodie felt better upon hearing those encouraging words. She realized that thei
r goal for today was not just about making money but showcasing their talents
. And so, she put on a determined and positive expression and even made a c
heer–
up gesture, saying, “Mr. Foster is right. We’ll work harder next time and surely 
get better.” 

If it weren’t for Simone’s group appearing earlier, the audience might have tho
ught that they performed well. But now they thought this group seemed ordina
ry and weren’t shocked that they only received fifty in tips. What’s more, that a
mount might have been from Leon’s popularity. 



Later, Jodie suggested going to the market to buy groceries. While they were 
shopping, she handed the money to Leon, asking him to be in charge of the m
ain shopping, and then made an excuse to the restroom. 

go to 

Upon returning from the restroom, she didn’t immediately return to the screen.
 Instead, she exchanged a meaningful look with a crew member she knew. Th
e crew member slowed down so that the two could walk together and create s
ome distance from the others. 

Jodie whispered, “How was the live stream audience’s reaction to our 
afternoon performance?” 

She thought the live audience would praise her for her talent and dedication. 

But the crew member discreetly replied, “It was mediocre.” 

In reality, there was not much reaction. 

Jodie was surprised to hear that, “Just mediocre?” 

The crew member nodded. “Yes.” 

After that, the crew member comforted her, “The problem is that another live s
tream stole the show. The audience was captivated by their performance. Oth
erwise, your performance might have been quite good.” 
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Jodie felt her heart skip a beat. “The other live stream outshone us?” Then, sh
e pretended to be curious and asked, “How did they do it?” 

The crew member didn’t hide the truth and mentioned Simone knew how to pl
ay several instruments. “Simone was accused of following a script provided by
 the production team, so to prove them wrong. she boldly challenged the audi
ence to request songs, which she played on different instruments. Her perfor
mances were top–
notch, full of skill and emotion. The impressive display not only silenced those 
scrutinizing her but also helped her make it into the headlines. Also, she even 
played the same guitar piece you did. Still, the audience claimed she played it
 better because of her other talented instrumental performances.” 



The fact that Simone had performed the same song before Jodie made the lat
ter’s act appear less impressive. However, the crew member was sensible an
d chose not to speak the truth. 

In the meantime, Jodie felt her vision darken and she almost fainted in frustrati
on. The smile on her face froze as she thought, “Simone, Simone, Simone… 
Why is it always Simone? She’s like a ghost haunting me. Also, when did she 
learn so many instruments?” 

Jodie’s thoughts were the same as her elder brothers. They all thought Simon
e had been concealing her abilities. If Jodie had known about Simone’s talent
s, she wouldn’t have thought about coming all the way out here to play the gui
tar. Not only did she fail to show her talent, her skills became a contrast again
st Simone’s. 

“Simone must have done it on purpose. That b*tch is so evil!” Jodie was filled 
with so much hatred and frustration that she felt suffocated. At the same time, 
she also felt somewhat regretful. She would have stayed in the village if she h
ad known things would come to this. Besides, she shouldn’t have come to ask
 the crew member because she felt even worse after finding out the truth. 

The crew member noticed Jodie’s expression and felt some sympathy for her. 
After all, Jodie was unlucky to encounter Simone. “It’s also the fault of those tr
olls. Mr. Chapman said it was probably trolls posting negative comments abou
t Simone. Who would have thought that not only did it not work, but it actually 
ended up helping Simone?” 

She continued to comfort Jodie, “So your performance was indeed very good. 
It’s just that you were unlucky to have encountered such an incident.” 

Upon hearing that. Jodie could guess who had hired the trolls. It was probably
 Titus.. 

But this time, she didn’t feel grateful toward Titus. Instead, she couldn’t help b
ut feel resentful because Titus didn’t investigate properly before hiring trolls to 
target Simone. Now, not only did the plan backfire and end up helping Simone
, but it also put Jodie in a tough spot. 

If it weren’t for Titus consistent favoritism toward her, she would have started t
o suspect that Titus had done it intentionally. 



In no mood to deal with the crew member, Jodie nodded absentmindedly. T’m
 fine.” 

In reality, she wished she could return to the village and slap Simone. At that 
moment, Aaron noticed Jodie approaching them with a downcast expression a
nd waved at her. Jo, come over here.” 

Jodie forcefully composed herself and mustered a weak smile as she approac
hed. 

Usually, in situations like grocery shopping, Jodie would give many suggestion
s to highlight her 
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presence. But now, she seemed deflated, showing little enthusiasm. 

The viewers watching the livestream thought Jodie was upset because they o
nly earned a little over fifty. Except for her and Aaron’s fans, others thought sh
e was too petty. They thought it was just a show, so she should take it as havi
ng fun. There was no need to take things so seriously and let such a trivial m
atter bother her. 

Therefore, the audience’s impression of Jodie took another hit. 

With the town’s low cost of living and relatively affordable prices, they manage
d to buy some vegetables and a piece of meat for fifty. 

After the shopping, they all took the car provided 
by the crew back to the village. 

Inside the car, Jodie felt upset, so she closed her eyes, pretending to be asle
ep. Seeing that she was quiet, Leon and Aaron also refrained from speaking a
nd chose to rest. 

Leyla was at a loss for words in this situation. They had been live–
streaming the entire journey. Are they planning on letting the audience watch 
us sleep? This is a complete disaster! 



She was starting to regret choosing this team. Although she didn’t hold Simon
e’s status in high regard, she couldn’t deny that Simone had a natural sense f
or variety shows and genuine talent. 

If she had chosen the other team from the beginning, she wouldn’t have to wo
rry about food every day and would have more screen time. 

At this point, Leyla began to suspect that she would have the least performa
nce and screen time for this episode. Just thinking about it made her furious. 

But since the other three had their eyes closed and remained quiet, Leyla coul
dn’t do anything either, so she could only close her eyes as well. 

The viewers watching the livestream were confused. What is this group doing
? Are we here to watch them sleep? Aaron and Leon’s fans initially enjoyed s
eeing their idols‘ sleeping faces, but it became boring after a while. As a result
, many viewers left this livestream and went to watch the other one. 

By this time, Simone’s group had already 
returned to the courtyard and gathered the children who came to learn the per
formance, so they could continue rehearsing for the program in two days. The
y had planned 
the program in the previous two days and had the children rehearse it. 

During the rehearsals, many funny moments and jokes kept the audience ente
rtained. 

At dinner time, the village head and Jacob came to invite Simone’s group for a
 meal. They mainly wanted to discuss details about selling their products via li
vestream, and Simone’s group didn’t decline their invitation. 

So, when the other group returned to the village and had just sat down to rest,
 they heard the notification sounds of their phones. 

Opening the group chat, they saw that Zac had sent several pictures of a sum
ptuous dinner again. 

The four tired and famished people fell silent. 
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Aaron couldn’t hold back his complaint. “That guy is so mean!” 

This time, Leon couldn’t hold back his curse. “That jerk! He must have done it 
on purpose Zachar always been such a jerk. 

Meanwhile, Jodie looked at the pictures and suddenly felt a surge of resentme
nt. Why did Simone, after stealing all the limelight, not only get out of cooking 
but also get to have dinner at the villager’s 

home? 

At that thought, Jodie realized that she would have to cook and serve the othe
r three shortly. She felt her vision darken and wished she could just pass out. 
At the same time, she regretted choosing a diligent and hardworking persona. 
If she hadn’t insisted on doing all the cooking, she wouldn’t have ended up bei
ng the only one responsible for it every mealtime. 

She would have probably cried and refused to 
cook if it weren’t for the fact that this was a live broadcast. 

Right then, Leyla ruthlessly added, “Jo, I’m so hungry. When can we eat?” 

The groceries they bought today were all common ingredients, and Jodie’s co
oking was only average. But after a tiring 
day, she was really hungry, so she had to make do. 

Jodie really wanted to slap Leyla, telling her to cook herself if she wanted to e
at. But in order to 

maintain her image, she could only put on a caring smile and say, Til start co
oking now?” 

Since this was the path she chose, she had to see it through to the end. 

Jodie got up and went to the kitchen to start cooking. Since she had taken on 
all the responsibilities for cooking before, the other three were already used to
 just sitting around without going into the kitchen to help. That caused Jodic to 
cook and wipe her tears while facing away from the camera. 

Since becoming a foster daughter in the Gray Family, she hadn’t experienced 
such hardship and injustice. 

Simone caused all of this. 



Jodie thought Simone should 
have listened to her mother and brothers and given up this spot. Also, without 
Simone’s interference, she had a premonition that her image as a lovable and
 hardworking person would have been quite successful. 

The other team would have also gathered around her, waiting for her to feed t
hem. 

The more Jodie thought about it, the more she hated 
and resented Simone. Jodie decided that once this variety show ended, she 
would discreetly complain to her family and make them understand how Simo
ne had mistreated her and used her as a stepping stone. 

By then, Jodie would only have to wait for her family to confront Simone. 

Since Simone had made her feel so miserable, Jodie was determined to hit he
r where it hurt. With these thoughts in mind, Jodie didn’t feel as helpless and s
ad anymore. She knew that sometimes 
it only took a gentle touch to make a point. She couldn’t help but look forward t
o seeing Simone in pain, hurt by the people she cared about the most. 
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Simone cradled the struggling child in her arms. 

The child was crying so intensely that it seemed as if he would run out of bre
ath. Then, she took out three bronze coins from her bag and waved them over
 the child’s forehead before placing one coin in 

his hand. 

An extraordinary scene unfolded before their eyes. 

Once the child grasped the coin, he surprisingly stopped thrashing around and
 gradually ceased crying. 

With tears still on his face, he looked up at Simone with his big, watery eyes. 
He even murmured, “Pretty girl!” 



This scene left the child’s parents astonished. 

Ross‘ wife said, “The child likes beautiful ladies. Whenever he sees one, he al
ways says ‘pretty.” 

Zac smiled and chimed in. “The kid has good taste.” 

Meanwhile, Simone lowered her head and 
gently pinched the child’s check. “You’re very cute too, little darling.” 

The child immediately held onto Simone’s hand, his frown turning into a smile
. “Pretty.” 

Ross felt truly amazed. When Deuce mentioned that this young celebrity was 
skilled in physiognomy and geomancy, he was only half–
convinced. Now, he had no choice but to believe him. 

He couldn’t help but ask, “Miss Gray, is my son being affected by something s
upernatural?” 

Ross‘ wife also looked at Simone with concern. “Yes. He has been acting this 
way for two months, crying incessantly. He has never been this obedient.” 

At this moment, she found it quite miraculous. Whenever their son was frighte
ned and woke up crying, he would cry for over an 
hour, and no one could soothe him within that period. However, this young ma
ster only had to take the child into her arms and give him a coin to make him 
stop crying immediately. 

Simone gave them an assuring look. “It’s not what you described. He’s just w
earing something he shouldn’t have.” 

She took the 
child’s other hand and removed a red string bracelet. Hanging from the bracel
et was a nephrite fish pendant. 

She asked, “Where did you get this?” 

Ross answered, “I saw it at a stall 
when I went to an antique market. It seemed cute and matched my son’s horo
scope, so I bought it. Is this what caused my son’s condition?” 



Simone nodded. The nephrite on this bracelet contains negative energy, whic
h causes your son to 
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have nightmares and wake up crying whenever he wears it. What you referred 
to as ‘supernatural‘ is actually a kind of negative energy caused by a magnetic
 field. It’s not good for their health if someone comes into contact with it. 

Puzzled, Ross asked, “What? How did this fish become contaminated with ne
gative energy?” 

Simone replied, “This little bracelet was probably placed together with items fr
om a graveyard, which is why it absorbed the negative energy. Fortunately, it 
didn’t absorb too much, or your son wouldn’t just wake up crying. It could lead 
to even worse things, perhaps even a calamity. Of course, if he wore this brac
elet for a long time, he would start getting sick, and his condition would becom
e increasingly 

severe.” 

In this world, geomancy and related practices were prevalent, so many people
 were familiar with negative energy. There were 
even quite a few geomancers conducting live broadcasts for physiognomy an
d geomancy–related matters. 

Ross was startled and a little frightened. “So, it’s because of this bracelet.” 

Following that, he took out his phone and checked the payment records. “You 
don’t say! My son did start waking up crying a few days after I brought back thi
s bracelet.” 

Ross‘ wife thought about it and confirmed his statement. “That’s right. It did st
art after he wore the bracelet.  

Unable to hold back her anger, she pinched Ross‘ arm several times. “Why di
d you buy things from that place when you know it’s for your child? Why didn’t 
you just buy it from a store?” 



She hadn’t even thought about it, but her husband’s purchase nearly caused h
arm to their child. Fortunately, they had invited a master over to take a look to
day. Otherwise, the consequences would have been unimaginable. 

Ross was 

filled with regret and he muttered, “I bought it because I thought it was cute. W
ho would have thought things would turn out like this?” 

He was filled with remorse. If something had happened to his son because of t
he bracelet he bought, he would have gone mad. He looked at Simone and as
ked, “Miss Gray, will my son stop waking up crying if he stops wearing the bra
celet?” 

Simone replied, 
“Since the child has come into contact with negative energy, removing the bra
celet will only prevent his condition from worsening, but he will still wake up cr
ying.” 

Ross urgently asked, “Is there any way to solve this?” 

“Don’t worry.” Simone replied. “I can make a talisman for your child. It can sup
press the negative energy and expel it from your child’s body in three days.” 

Upon hearing her words, Ross felt relieved. That’s great. What’s important is t
hat you can remove the negative energy. Can this coin of yours be used as w
ell? Should I buy one?” 

He thought the coin was very effective, maybe even more so than the talisma
n. 

Simone chuckled wryly. “I’m sorry, but this was something passed down 
by my mentor. I can’t sell it. Your son’s condition can be solved with just one t
alisman, so don’t worry.” 
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Though Ross was disappointed that he couldn’t buy the coin, he trusted Sim
one’s words. After all, she could identify the bracelet as the source of the probl
em with just one look, and his son stopped crying very quickly, so she indeed



 had remarkable abilities. Therefore, he smiled and nodded. “Sure. I believe y
our talisman will be effective, too.” 

Simone remarked, “I didn’t bring anything to make a talisman, so I can’t make 
one now.” 

Since the variety show was broadcast live, everything in her suitcases would 
be shown on camera when she opened them. As such, she didn’t bring any of
 those items with her. 

She turned to glance at Jonah. “Can you help me buy them?” 

Jonah replied with a smile. “Of course. Just write down what you need, and I’ll
 have someone buy them.” 

This was definitely another highlight of 
the show. The child was only three years old, so he couldn’t cooperate with th
eir act 
so realistically. As a result, the trolls and haters had no way of stirring up 

Trouble. 

Ross hurriedly went looking for a pen and paper to write down whatever Simo
ne needed. Then, the crew had someone drive out to buy them. 

In the meantime, the young boy with a fair and chubby appearance was well–
behaved in Simone’s arms and clung to her. He was utterly adorable. 

‘For those who were just saying that my wife was going to fail, how are you fe
eling now?‘ 

“They were proven wrong so quickly!‘ 

Wife dazzled them silly right after they said she would fail.‘ 

“Wifey is incredibly skilled in geomancy and related practices. She immediatel
y recognized that the issue was with the bracelet.” 

‘It was truly remarkable. The child was on the brink of 
suffocating from crying just moments ago, but once he was in her arms, he cal
med down. 



A child’s eyes truly sparkle. He has taken a liking to wifey and is clinging to he
r. This means she is not only beautiful but also kind. 

This child has a bright future. At such a young age, he already knows to stick 
close to beautiful women. 

“I also want to cling to wifey 

Zachy was right. This kid has good taste. Isn’t my wifey pretty?” 

I fall more deeply in love with wifey every day.” 

The people who were just clamoring that Simone would fail and face difficultie
s had all fallen silent. 

At this moment, their minds were filled with thoughts like, “I can’t believe this. I
s she really this amazing?” However, seeing was believing, and they were ind
eed proven wrong. 
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That evening, Simone and the others returned from their meal. 

The live broadcast followed them into their room and scanned the place. 

Although Simone and Keira had only been living here for less than a week, th
ey had taken the time to decorate the place. The room was impeccably tidy, 
with various styles of storage baskets neatly arranged inside. They even craft
ed baskets and filled them with soil to plant wildflowers. Additionally, they mad
e flower 

vases, filling them with dried wildflowers and giving the room a fresh and cozy 
atmosphere. 

“Wifey and Keira’s room looks so fresh and cozy!” 

“Wifey is so talented. She actually made so many covered storage boxes. 



Those storage boxes can not 
only store things but can also be used as tables. That’s a great idea. 

“Wow! They even have wildflowers planted in woven baskets inside their roo
m. 

The vases they wove, filled with dried wildflowers, give off a unique charm. 

“Comparing their room to the other group’s, I can see a huge difference: 

This shows how they live their life. Wifey and Keira are both optimistic and ch
eerful people. 

“The room has such a good atmosphere, Simone is starting to grow on me. 

‘Wifey is so talented in handicraft. I often saw her weaving things in her free ti
me, but I never thought she had made so many of them. 

‘I think Wifey can make a living by weaving things if she chooses not to contin
ue working in the entertainment industry! 

“Yeah. She can start a live stream to teach others how to craft things or sell h
er handmade crafts. Just watching her do it is already pleasing to the eyes. I’d
 definitely buy them. 

“Apart from crafting, my darling has many skills. She can surely thrive in any f
ield she chooses. 

‘She could easily rely on her looks, but my wifey chooses to rely on her talent. 

‘With someone like Simone, it feels like she could thrive anywhere. 

I want to join her fan club! Just looking at this room makes me want to be her f
an. 

Unexpectedly, someone took a screenshot of the room’s arrangement and cre
ated a post titled ‘Simone and Keira’s Room, which became the top entertain
ment news. This attracted another wave of people to come and watch the live
stream. 

Jonah noticed 
the sudden surge in viewership and couldn’t help but smile. He turned to the a



ssistant director and said, “I’ve noticed that Simone has a talent for creating tr
ending topics. Even something like this can make the headlines.” 
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Initially, he invited Simone purely as a favor. He had predicted that Leon or th
e Gray siblings might bring high popularity and interest, but he didn’t expect Si
mone to have so many skills besides geomancy. She had a good personality 
and strong abilities, so it wasn’t surprising 
that an increasing number of people liked her. 

At this moment, Jonah was extremely grateful that he had invited her. 

Simone and her group contributed most of the highlights in this episode.. 

The assistant director nodded in agreement. “Indeed. Simone’s beauty and te
mperament are quite unique. Coupled with her versatility, she’s bound to beco
me popular. By 
the way, have you decided where we’re going for the next episode? I’ve receiv
ed several calls from others saying they’d like to make guest appearances.” 

Jonah replied. “We can discuss guest appearances later. If there’s anything, w
e can add two more to this show. My initial plan was to head to the town of Kri
tsa, but I received a call from the assistant of Gray Entertainment’s 
president. He said Mr. Gray wants to sponsor our next episode but requests th
at we shoot it overseas. 

The assistant director was puzzled. “Why would they make such a request? 

In a voice only the assistant director could hear, Jonah explained, “I got a little
 insider tip. The president of Gray Entertainment is the Gray siblings‘ eldest br
other. Their request might have something to do with Jodie.” 

Jodie had studied abroad, so shooting the next episode abroad would give her
 a significant advantage. 

The assistant director also seemed to have realized this. “Will you agree?” 

Jonah smirked. “Why wouldn’t I agree? If someone is willing to invest and sen
d us abroad for filming. we can save a lot of money. Since Jodie wants to chall



enge Simone. let her do it. I was originally worried about our next episode’s hi
ghlights, but now it looks like I don’t have to worry anymore. 

Between Simone and Jodie, he was on Simone’s side, though he didn’t say it 
out loud. 

The assistant director gave him a knowing smile. “You truly are something.” 

The following day, Simone and her group went to help a local farmer deliver g
oods in the morning and had lunch in the town. After returning to the village, th
ey practiced shadow puppetry at the elder’s house and returned to the courtya
rd that afternoon to rehearse with the children. 

Since Simone wasn’t required to perform solo, she helped the others by offeri
ng her advice. Just as she was watching them. Deuce approached her with a 
young man by his side. 

Deuce arrived before Simone. “Miss Gray, my cousin would like to ask for you
r help.” 

Smiling at the two, Simone invited them to sit. “Have a seat. What can I help y
ou with?” 

The two sat down on the empty chairs beside Simone. 

Deuce began. “His son wakes up startled whenever he sleeps. Lately, every ti
me he takes a nap or goes o bed at night, he wakes up crying as if he’s been f
rightened by something.” 
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“Have you taken him to the hospital?” Simone asked. 

The young man, Ross, said, “Yes, we did. We took him for a checkup at the c
ounty hospital but found nothing wrong. We even took him to a hospital in the 
province, and they also said there was no problems with him. The elderly folks
 say it might be because the child has been in contact with the supernatural. 
My cousin mentioned that you’re a master of geomancy, so we’d like to ask fo
r your help.” 



Simone didn’t decline when she heard that. “Alright, then. I’ll come and take a 
look at your house.” 

The two immediately stood up and thanked her. “Thank you for your time.” 

Meanwhile, Zac and the others were curious about it, so they told the children 
to keep rehearsing while they went along. Even Jonah and the assistant direct
or were tagging along. 

Ross‘ family was one of the wealthier households in the village. They had built
 a three–story house with an enclosed courtyard. 

As soon as they entered the courtyard, they heard the cries of a child. 

Ross quickly led Simone and the others into the living room, where they saw a
 young mother holding a crying boy of about three years old. 

Seeing them come in, Ross‘ wife looked at him with concern and said. “He wo
ke up crying again.” 

Ross nodded to her, then turned to Simone. “Miss Gray, please take a look.” 

Simone replied. “Sure.” 

She went up and reached her hand out toward Ross‘ wife. “Let me hold the ch
ild.” 

Ross‘ wife was aware that her husband and cousin had gone to invite a renow
ned expert to examine their child. However, she was momentarily surprised w
hen she saw the young and beautiful Simone. Is she the expert they were look
ing for? She doesn’t seem like one! 

While she was 
lost in thought, Ross urged, “Quickly, hand the child to Miss Gray! 

Only then did she regain her composure and cautiously handed the child to Si
mone. Although she had doubts about geomancy, she was willing to try anythi
ng when her child was in such a condition. 

As the child was passed to Simone, he began to struggle and cry. 

‘Oh dear. I thought Simone was so powerful that the child would stop crying o
nce she held him, but 



this?‘ 

The child is behaving strangely. 

‘He didn’t struggle when he was in his mother’s arms, but he kept squirming w
hen in Simone’s. 

“The child must dislike Simone. They say children have the keenest eyes and 
can see through others. 

“Is Simone about to fail?‘ 

The child is crying even more. It seems like she’s about to fail miserably. 
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Chapter 46 Is Simone Going To Fail? 

The fans of Aaron. Jodie, and Leon, as well as Simone’s detractors, started ta
unting in the comments, hoping to witness her failure. 
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Chapter 48 She Would Show No Mercy 

Before the crew members returned with the list of items, the child obediently s
tayed in Simone’s arms, playing with her bronze coins. 

Simone asked Jonah how long it would take, and after he made his phone call
, he replied, “They didn’t finish gathering materials in the town, so they went to
 the county. It should take about two hours to make the round trip.” 

Then, Simone suggested, “Let’s go back to the courtyard to rehearse while we
 wait.” 



Sitting here for over two hours is just a waste of time. In the meantime, Zac an
d the others also had the same thought. “Let’s head back, then.”  

Simone returned the child to his mother. “Once I receive the materials, I’ll mak
e the talisman and send it over.” 

Ross‘ wife took the child from her and murmured, “That would be great. Thank 
you, Miss Gray.” 

Then, she invited them by saying, “Don’t cook tonight and come by my house 
for dinner.” 

“That’s a great idea,” Ross chimed in. “You must come to my house for dinner
 tonight.” 

Then, he could ask her privately about the charge. 

Simone turned to the other three. “Should we come over for dinner tonight?” 

Zac smiled. “Sure. Looks like we don’t have to worry about dinner tonight as w
ell. It seems being on the same team with you is the best. We have nothing to 
worry about.” 

Eric smiled and teased, “We’re riding your wave of good luck again tonight.” 

Keira agreed with them. That’s right! We’ll ride along with you and get a free 
meal.” 

Receiving their agreement, Simone turned to Ross and his wife. “Thank you f
or your kind hospitality.” 

The couple waved their hands hurriedly. “No worries. We’re very grateful to yo
u.” 

After exchanging a few pleasantries, Simone and her group prepared to leave. 

When the child in Ross‘ wife’s arms saw Simone was about to leave, he sudd
enly changed from being obedient to throwing a fit and crying. “Peety! 
I want peety!” 

As he was crying, he reached his arms out to Simone, clearly indicating he wa
nted her to hold him. 



Seeing the child crying so pitifully, Simone picked him up, and the child immed
iately stopped crying. He held onto Simone’s neck and said, “Peety!” 

Embarrassed, Ross‘ wife tried to take the child back. “Come here. I’ll carry yo
u. The pretty lady will come over later.” 

But the child held onto Simone tightly and said. “No. Want peety.” 
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Although he might be young, he felt comfortable around the pretty lady and w
asn’t as afraid anymore. Moreover, the young woman was pretty, felt soft, and
 smelled fragrant. He liked her a lot. 

At a loss for words, Ross wife inwardly chastised her son for choosing a pretty
 woman over his mother. She cocidn’t help but smile wryly and explain. “My so
n has always been selective with people. Normally, he won’t let anyone excep
t his grandmother and us hold him. I didn’t expect him to become so attached 
to you.” 

This had never happened before, and it showed that Simone was indeed skill
ed. It was said that children had a strong sixth sense. 

Seeing this situation, Simone smiled and suggested. “Why don’t I take him ba
ck to play with us? I’ll send him back when we come over for dinner later. 

With their son being so clingy, the couple couldn’t say no. “Alright, then. We’re
 sorry for the trouble, Miss Gray. 

Deep down, however, they were happy to have Simone spend time with her s
on. Maybe their son could share some of her good fortune. 

Therefore, Simone and the others returned to their home with a cute little child
 in tow. 

When they returned, the other team had already returned from helping the vill
agers. 

Today, Leon searched the 
village but didn’t find a suitable job, so he returned to the farmer’s house. whe
re he had previously helped pack vegetables. That job wasn’t as tiring, and th
ey could each receive thirty coins and get a free lunch. 



The four of them were sitting in the courtyard drinking water when they saw Si
mone returning with the child in her arms. They were all a bit puzzledi 

Aaron was intrigued and asked, “Is your job for today looking after a child?” 

At the mention of looking after a child, he couldn’t help but recall the feeling of 
being dominated by that little rascal on his first day here. 

In the meantime. Jodie seemed to recall that day as well. Seeing Simone with 
a smiling and well- behaved child in her arms, Jodie kept a composed express
ion, but she tightened her grip on her skirt. Why was it that when she took car
e of the child, he would cry and throw tantrums at every little thing? With Simo
ne, however, it was a different story 

Hearing Aaron’s question, the audience also recalled how Jodie had volunteer
ed to take care of the children on her first day here. 

‘Does anyone still remember the incident where Jojo made a well–
behaved child cry? 

“How could I not? The child’s grandmother even got upset and chased them 
away. 

Judging by Aaron’s expression, he seems to have a phobia of naughty childre
n. 

“Well, the child was not naughty and was actually well–behaved 
before Jojo came over…. 

There is no harm without comparison.” 
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them! In Aaron’s and Jodie’s fans‘ words, children have the sharpest eyes. 

Til The comment above is spot on! 

Both Arron’s and Jodie’s fans dared not appear as they felt quite embarrassed
. 

Zac glanced at Aaron and said, “We didn’t take on a babysitting job.” 



He arrogantly added, “This little cutie saw that Simone was pretty and kept cli
nging to her.” 

When the child heard his words, he seemed to agree and held Simone’s neck.
 “Peety! Peety!” 

Jodie was speechless. I can’t wait to get rid of this kid! 

Meanwhile, Aaron didn’t expect such a reason, but he had to admit that his bi
ological sister was indeed pretty, combining all the best features of their paren
ts. Of course, the five of them didn’t look bad either. 

He then asked, “Where in the village did you meet this child?” 

“We didn’t meet him. This is the child Simone helped, Zac explained. 

Puzzled, Aaron repeated, “She helped his child? What does he meant 

Looking proud. Zac recounted what happened at Ross‘ home. “If it weren’t for
 Simone, this little cutic would still be crying in his mother’s arms right now. He
 even ditched his mother and insisted on sticking with Simone.” 

Aaron was taken aback and gave Simone a complicated look. He had always 
known that his biological sister knew physiognomy and geomancy. After all, th
e old man who adopted her did this kind of work, but they never really took it s
eriously. 

Back at the Gray Residence, Simone had previously assisted Aaron and Andr
ew with her expertise in geomancy. However, she used to believe that her kno
wledge in this field was limited. 

The family was aware that Simone had studied geomancy in college, but they 
didn’t know what to make of it. They had assumed she was merely a casual e
nthusiast, but now it was evident that she possessed considerable skill in this 
area. 

She had previously used physiognomy to save Deuce’s son, and now she wa
s helping Deuce’s cousin’s son. This was not something an amateur could acc
omplish. It appeared that they had underestimated their biological sister. 

Unable to contain his curiosity, he glanced at Simone and asked, “Why don’t y
ou take a look at me?” 



Simone found Sc*mbag No. 5 to be quite bothersome. He didn’t bother her wh
en she was being kind to him at home, but now that she was ignoring him, he 
kept seeking her attention. 

Therefore, she calmly declined. “There are three types of individuals in our lin
e of work that we are unable to assess. You happen to fall into one of those c
ategories, so please refrain from asking me again.” 

Since Sc*mbag No. 5 had provoked her first, she would show him no mercy. S
he knew that given his 
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personality, he would undoubtedly want to uncover the truth. This way, she co
uld provide the gossip- hungry crowd with more room for speculation and allo
w the paparazzi to find a direction to investigate for a story. 

Meanwhile, Aaron didn’t anticipate Simone’s rejection. Just as Simone had pr
edicted, he furrowed his brow and inquired, “Which three types of people? Ca
n’t you be more straightforward?” 

He clearly didn’t believe her words and thought she was being dismissive tow
ards him. 
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Simone gave Aaron a meaningful look and asked, “Are you sure you want me 
to tell you?” 

Aaror: nodded firmly. “Yes, I want to hear it.” 

He wanted to see what excuse she would come up with to brush him off. What
’s wrong with assessing her brother? It made him uncomfortable that she was 
refusing him every time. 

Hearing Simone’s words, Jodie suddenly had a bad feeling and reached out to
 tug at Aaron’s sleeve, shaking her head to signal him not to ask further. 

Simone noticed Jodie’s discreet actions. 



Knowing how much Aaron doted on Jodie, he might actually drop the subject, 
so she preemptively. answered, “Alright, then. If you insist, I’ll satisfy your curi
osity. First, I don’t assess close relatives. Second, I don’t assess colleagues, a
nd third, I don’t assess myself.” 

Jodie’s expression subtly paled, thinking that Simone must have done it on pu
rpose. Since Aaron didn’t fit the second and third categories, it left only the firs
t one. 

Jodie regretted not stopping Aaron earlier but blamed him for persistently pest
ering Simone when she refused to assess him. Wasn’t that asking for trouble?
 Now, everyone would be surprised and curious about their relationship. 

An idea emerged in her mind, and she casually reached for a peach from the t
able and started peeling it with a fruit knife. 

As expected, apart from Zac, Leon, and Keira, who knew about their relations
hip, Eric, Leyla, and the others at the scene all looked shocked. 

Leyla couldn’t help but ask in shock, “Are you guys related?” 

But at that moment, Jodie suddenly yelled, “Ouch!” 

Everyone turned to look at Jodie and saw that she had accidentally cut her ind
ex finger while peeling a peach, staining it red. 

She looked at her finger in a way that seemed like she 
didn’t expect to cut herself and then cast a slightly distressed look at Aaron. “
Aaron, my hand hurts.” 

Upon seeing that, Aaron quickly took her injured finger and instinctively put it i
n his mouth to help stop the bleeding. 

Meanwhile, Leon got up and went to the kitchen to fetch the pack of Band–
Aids they hadn’t finished. from the cupboard. He gave it to Aaron. “Help her p
ut this on.” 

Only then did Aaron take Jodie’s finger out of his mouth and apply the Band–
Aid for her. 

With slightly teary eyes, Jodie said. “Thank you, Aaron.” 

Then, she looked up at Leon and thanked him too. “Thank you, Mr. Foster.” 
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Leon smiled at her. “You’re welcome.” 

Jodie continued in remorse, “It’s all my fault for not being careful. Now that it h
urts so much, washing and cutting vegetables later will be inconvenient.” 

She deliberately changed the topic. 

Leon assured her. “Don’t worry about it. Since you injured your hand, you sho
uldn’t be cooking. 

While Jodie’s actions now seemed like an accident, he felt she might have do
ne it intentionally because that would allow her to evade Leyla’s question. He 
suggested, “Since we’re being paid in cash today, why don’t we find 
a family to share a meal with? We’ll pay them for the meal.” 

Since Jodie didn’t want 
anyone to know about the relationship between Aaron and Simone, Leon deci
ded to help her by diverting the conversation. 

In the meantime. Jodie breathed a sigh of relief and felt slightly proud. Leon w
as helping her, which would surely annoy Simone. 

She smiled sweetly at Leon and nodded. “That’s a good idea. It’ll be a chance 
for you all to try something different.” 

Now, she wouldn’t have to work hard to cook dinner. More importantly, with thi
s minor incident, the matter Simone brought 
up earlier could be temporarily set aside. Jodie didn’t want others in the entert
ainment industry and the audience to know she was Aaron’s adopted sister. It 
felt like her identity was being downplayed compared to Simone’s. 

From the moment Jodie started to peel the peach. Simone had already guess
ed what she was up to. Not only did she not bring up the previous topic, but sh
e also deliberately changed the subject. And so, Simone told Zac and the othe
rs. “You should rehearse with the children. The performance is 

tomorrow.” 

By doing so, she was leaving the audience curious and intrigued. Also, the mo
re she behaved this way, the more it meant she didn’t want anything to do wit



h Aaron. Once everyone found out the truth later, they would understand her a
ctions. 

Though Simone had realized Jodie’s wish, she hoped the latter wouldn’t regre
t it later. Of course, this also gave Se mbag No. 2 more material to work with. 

As for the fact that Leon had helped Jodie, Simone would certainly feel puzzle
d and upset if it were in her 

past 

life. Also, she would be curious to know why he would choose to help 
and protect Jodie. But now, she didn’t even have the slightest curiosity or desi
re to find out. 

On the other hand, Zac had also noticed the situation. Not only was Jodie cha
nging the Simone as well, so he smiled and said, “Sure. Want to come and giv
e us some pointers?” 

 topic, but 

Keeping a little mystery is more intriguing, isn’t it? Simone nodded with a smil
e. “Let’s go.” 

The four then brought the children for rehearsals. 

Although Eric was curious, he held back his urge to ask. He could see that bot
h Simone and Jodie didn’t want to continue the topic. 
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On the other hand, Leyla wanted to get to the bottom of this. She didn’t believ
e that Jodie 
had accidentally cut herself. How could such a coincidence happen? Clearly. 
Jodie feared her questions would lead to Simone or Aaron revealing somethin
g important. 

The mese she thought about it, the more she felt Simone and Aaron had a sp
ecial relationship. Are the two of them related! Or is it something more intimat
e than that? 



Leyla wanted to pull the conversation back to the topic to make Aaron reveal 
more about it. Just as she was about to speak, she raised her head and saw 
Leon giving her a warning gaze while holding his back to the camera. 

Startled, Leyla didn’t expect Leon to be so protective over Jodie. Since she wa
nted to continue her career in the entertainment industry, she dared not offend 
Leon because he wasn’t just a great actor. It was rumored that he had a stron
g background. As a result, she could only swallow the words she was about t
o say. 

‘Oh? Why aren’t they continuing?” 

It’s so agonizing to leave the topic unfinished!” 

“Why aren’t you guys answering Leyla’s question?” 

‘Did Jojo do that on purpose?” 

‘Her sudden act interrupted Leyla’s question.” 

‘She must have done it on purpose. I saw it with 
my own eyes. She started peeling the peach after Simone listed the three peo
ple she couldn’t assess. 

‘Out of the three options Simone mentioned, Aaron seems to be the only one 
who fits. 

‘It’s highly likely that it’s the first option. I haven’t heard of Aaron being involve
d in geomancy. 

‘Oh no! Does this mean Simone and Aaron are actually related by blood?” 

“If you put it that way, doesn’t it also mean Simone and Jodie are related?‘ 

‘But Simone hasn’t shown any interest in either of them since the beginning of
 this show. In fact, she’s been quite distant.” 

I’m really curious about the relationship between these three people. I want to 
know 

“Being stuck here is so frustrating. This is the first time I’ve disliked Jojo so mu
ch.”  



I believe these three are somehow connected, and it’s definitely a big secret. 
Otherwise, Jojo wouldn’t have accidentally cut herself 

‘Can’t the paparazzi be more efficient? It’s been days, and they still haven’t un
covered the relationship between these three.” 

“I want some gossip. Paparazzi, get on it!‘ 

Indeed, the paparazzi companies had 
been investigating Simone and Aaron’s relationship for the past 
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few days. However, they had been approaching it from the perspective of a po
tential romantic relationship between the two. 

So far, they had only discovered that Simone often accompanied Aaron to dan
ce practice and that they had gone out for meals together privately. However, 
these details had already been exposed by them or other sources previously. 

After watching the live stream, they suddenly realized that these two were not 
lovers or ever romantically involved. Could it be that they were actually relate
d by blood? The paparazzi teams were like sharks smelling blood, swiftly movi
ng to uncover the scoop. 

They wanted to be the first to unearth this juicy information and secure the top
 headline. 

The Heiress‘ Return & Revenge 

Chapter 50 Be Embarrassed Again 

The audience and fans were filled with curiosity, speculating about Simone’s r
elationship 
with the siblings. The topic “What’s the Relationship Between Simone and Aar
on?” quickly became popular. Many who hadn’t watched the show clicked in, i
ntrigued by their curiosity. 



They were then engulfed in a wave of curiosity and gossip. Previous rumors a
bout Simone pursuing. Aaron for resources seemed to have some truth, but th
e dynamics on the show surprised everyone. Simone wasn’t clinging to Aaron 
or trying to cozy up to him; instead, she seemed dismissive and 
indifferent. In contrast, Aaron often sought out Simone, almost inviting her to h
urt him. 

However, instead of immediately assuming they were siblings, the viewers sp
eculated that Simone might be a close relative of Aaron’s.. 

Meanwhile, in the Gray Residence, Salma and Steven attended another banq
uet while Luca stayed locked in the room writing songs. Andrew was busy 
arranging the setup for the new drama. This left only Reuben and Titus watchi
ng the livestream. 

Titus scowled. “Aaron has really lost his mind.” 

He just can’t stop seeking attention with Simone. Now, everyone’s speculating
 about their relationship. 

Reuben furrowed his brows. 
“If someone uncovers Simone and Aaron’s true relationship, wouldn’t that be 
detrimental to jo?” 

Titus nodded. “Exactly. Whether it’s in terms of identity or relationship, it would
n’t be good for Jo. There have already been rumors suggesting that Aaron an
d Jo don’t seem like siblings but more like a couple. Their interactions in the li
vestream were too intimate. If they are indeed siblings, while it might be unco
nventional, people wouldn’t think too much of it. But if the true relationship bet
ween them is exposed, there’s a high chance some might start thinking in a m
ore scandalous direction.”  

He sighed. “This is my biggest concern.” 

Reuben pondered for a moment. “How about we use some paid followers to s
pread the rumor that Simone is Aaron’s cousin? Let’s prevent people from find
ing out about their actual relationship. I’ve been watching the livestream, and 
Simone doesn’t seem inclined to reveal their relationship. As long as she rem
ains silent, this issue can be resolved.” 

He added, “After this episode of the variety show ends, let’s all treat her a bit 
more kindly and coax her back.” 



Previously, he used to 
receive messages from Simone almost every day, like reminders to eat proper
ly and not skip meals. When he worked long hours, she would send him mess
ages to remind him to get 

up 

and move around. If he came home too tired, she would use her special tech
niques to give him a shoulder and back massage. It made him feel comfortabl
e and relaxed. At first, he didn’t pay much attention and thought she was bein
g too talkative with the messages. Now that he was no longer receiving those 
texts, he couldn’t get used to it. After working a day without 
getting Simone’s massage when he came home, he felt uncomfortable all ove
r. The next day, he woke up feeling tired, unlike before when he would wake u
p refreshed. 

Titus agreed. “Alright, once the variety show ends, let’s give her an escape ro
ute. She has a recording of the day she left the Gray Family. It would be best t
o coax her into deleting it when she returns. 
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Simone gave Aaron a meaningful look and asked, “Are you sure you want me 
to tell you?” 

Aaror: nodded firmly. “Yes, I want to hear it.” 

He wanted to see what excuse she would come up with to brush him off. What
’s wrong with assessing her brother? It made him uncomfortable that she was 
refusing him every time. 

Hearing Simone’s words, Jodie suddenly had a bad feeling and reached out to
 tug at Aaron’s sleeve, shaking her head to signal him not to ask further. 

Simone noticed Jodie’s discreet actions. 

Knowing how much Aaron doted on Jodie, he might actually drop the subject, 
so she preemptively. answered, “Alright, then. If you insist, I’ll satisfy your curi
osity. First, I don’t assess close relatives. Second, I don’t assess colleagues, a
nd third, I don’t assess myself.” 



Jodie’s expression subtly paled, thinking that Simone must have done it on pu
rpose. Since Aaron didn’t fit the second and third categories, it left only the firs
t one. 

Jodie regretted not stopping Aaron earlier but blamed him for persistently pest
ering Simone when she refused to assess him. Wasn’t that asking for trouble?
 Now, everyone would be surprised and curious about their relationship. 

An idea emerged in her mind, and she casually reached for a peach from the t
able and started peeling it with a fruit knife. 

As expected, apart from Zac, Leon, and Keira, who knew about their relations
hip, Eric, Leyla, and the others at the scene all looked shocked. 

Leyla couldn’t help but ask in shock, “Are you guys related?” 

But at that moment, Jodie suddenly yelled, “Ouch!” 

Everyone turned to look at Jodie and saw that she had accidentally cut her ind
ex finger while peeling a peach, staining it red. 

She looked at her finger in a way that seemed like she 
didn’t expect to cut herself and then cast a slightly distressed look at Aaron. “
Aaron, my hand hurts.” 

Upon seeing that, Aaron quickly took her injured finger and instinctively put it i
n his mouth to help stop the bleeding. 

Meanwhile, Leon got up and went to the kitchen to fetch the pack of Band–
Aids they hadn’t finished. from the cupboard. He gave it to Aaron. “Help her p
ut this on.” 

Only then did Aaron take Jodie’s finger out of his mouth and apply the Band–
Aid for her. 

With slightly teary eyes, Jodie said. “Thank you, Aaron.” 

Then, she looked up at Leon and thanked him too. “Thank you, Mr. Foster.” 
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Leon smiled at her. “You’re welcome.” 



Jodie continued in remorse, “It’s all my fault for not being careful. Now that it h
urts so much, washing and cutting vegetables later will be inconvenient.” 

She deliberately changed the topic. 

Leon assured her. “Don’t worry about it. Since you injured your hand, you sho
uldn’t be cooking. 

While Jodie’s actions now seemed like an accident, he felt she might have do
ne it intentionally because that would allow her to evade Leyla’s question. He 
suggested, “Since we’re being paid in cash today, why don’t we find 
a family to share a meal with? We’ll pay them for the meal.” 

Since Jodie didn’t want 
anyone to know about the relationship between Aaron and Simone, Leon deci
ded to help her by diverting the conversation. 

In the meantime. Jodie breathed a sigh of relief and felt slightly proud. Leon w
as helping her, which would surely annoy Simone. 

She smiled sweetly at Leon and nodded. “That’s a good idea. It’ll be a chance 
for you all to try something different.” 

Now, she wouldn’t have to work hard to cook dinner. More importantly, with thi
s minor incident, the matter Simone brought 
up earlier could be temporarily set aside. Jodie didn’t want others in the entert
ainment industry and the audience to know she was Aaron’s adopted sister. It 
felt like her identity was being downplayed compared to Simone’s. 

From the moment Jodie started to peel the peach. Simone had already guess
ed what she was up to. Not only did she not bring up the previous topic, but sh
e also deliberately changed the subject. And so, Simone told Zac and the othe
rs. “You should rehearse with the children. The performance is 

tomorrow.” 

By doing so, she was leaving the audience curious and intrigued. Also, the mo
re she behaved this way, the more it meant she didn’t want anything to do wit
h Aaron. Once everyone found out the truth later, they would understand her a
ctions. 



Though Simone had realized Jodie’s wish, she hoped the latter wouldn’t regre
t it later. Of course, this also gave Se mbag No. 2 more material to work with. 

As for the fact that Leon had helped Jodie, Simone would certainly feel puzzle
d and upset if it were in her 

past 

life. Also, she would be curious to know why he would choose to help 
and protect Jodie. But now, she didn’t even have the slightest curiosity or desi
re to find out. 

On the other hand, Zac had also noticed the situation. Not only was Jodie cha
nging the Simone as well, so he smiled and said, “Sure. Want to come and giv
e us some pointers?” 

 topic, but 

Keeping a little mystery is more intriguing, isn’t it? Simone nodded with a smil
e. “Let’s go.” 

The four then brought the children for rehearsals. 

Although Eric was curious, he held back his urge to ask. He could see that bot
h Simone and Jodie didn’t want to continue the topic. 
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On the other hand, Leyla wanted to get to the bottom of this. She didn’t believ
e that Jodie 
had accidentally cut herself. How could such a coincidence happen? Clearly. 
Jodie feared her questions would lead to Simone or Aaron revealing somethin
g important. 

The mese she thought about it, the more she felt Simone and Aaron had a sp
ecial relationship. Are the two of them related! Or is it something more intimat
e than that? 

Leyla wanted to pull the conversation back to the topic to make Aaron reveal 
more about it. Just as she was about to speak, she raised her head and saw 
Leon giving her a warning gaze while holding his back to the camera. 



Startled, Leyla didn’t expect Leon to be so protective over Jodie. Since she wa
nted to continue her career in the entertainment industry, she dared not offend 
Leon because he wasn’t just a great actor. It was rumored that he had a stron
g background. As a result, she could only swallow the words she was about t
o say. 

‘Oh? Why aren’t they continuing?” 

It’s so agonizing to leave the topic unfinished!” 

“Why aren’t you guys answering Leyla’s question?” 

‘Did Jojo do that on purpose?” 

‘Her sudden act interrupted Leyla’s question.” 

‘She must have done it on purpose. I saw it with 
my own eyes. She started peeling the peach after Simone listed the three peo
ple she couldn’t assess. 

‘Out of the three options Simone mentioned, Aaron seems to be the only one 
who fits. 

‘It’s highly likely that it’s the first option. I haven’t heard of Aaron being involve
d in geomancy. 

‘Oh no! Does this mean Simone and Aaron are actually related by blood?” 

“If you put it that way, doesn’t it also mean Simone and Jodie are related?‘ 

‘But Simone hasn’t shown any interest in either of them since the beginning of
 this show. In fact, she’s been quite distant.” 

I’m really curious about the relationship between these three people. I want to 
know 

“Being stuck here is so frustrating. This is the first time I’ve disliked Jojo so mu
ch.”  

I believe these three are somehow connected, and it’s definitely a big secret. 
Otherwise, Jojo wouldn’t have accidentally cut herself 



‘Can’t the paparazzi be more efficient? It’s been days, and they still haven’t un
covered the relationship between these three.” 

“I want some gossip. Paparazzi, get on it!‘ 

Indeed, the paparazzi companies had 
been investigating Simone and Aaron’s relationship for the past 
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few days. However, they had been approaching it from the perspective of a po
tential romantic relationship between the two. 

So far, they had only discovered that Simone often accompanied Aaron to dan
ce practice and that they had gone out for meals together privately. However, 
these details had already been exposed by them or other sources previously. 

After watching the live stream, they suddenly realized that these two were not 
lovers or ever romantically involved. Could it be that they were actually relate
d by blood? The paparazzi teams were like sharks smelling blood, swiftly movi
ng to uncover the scoop. 

They wanted to be the first to unearth this juicy information and secure the top
 headline. 

The Heiress‘ Return & Revenge 

Chapter 50 Be Embarrassed Again 

The audience and fans were filled with curiosity, speculating about Simone’s r
elationship 
with the siblings. The topic “What’s the Relationship Between Simone and Aar
on?” quickly became popular. Many who hadn’t watched the show clicked in, i
ntrigued by their curiosity. 

They were then engulfed in a wave of curiosity and gossip. Previous rumors a
bout Simone pursuing. Aaron for resources seemed to have some truth, but th



e dynamics on the show surprised everyone. Simone wasn’t clinging to Aaron 
or trying to cozy up to him; instead, she seemed dismissive and 
indifferent. In contrast, Aaron often sought out Simone, almost inviting her to h
urt him. 

However, instead of immediately assuming they were siblings, the viewers sp
eculated that Simone might be a close relative of Aaron’s.. 

Meanwhile, in the Gray Residence, Salma and Steven attended another banq
uet while Luca stayed locked in the room writing songs. Andrew was busy 
arranging the setup for the new drama. This left only Reuben and Titus watchi
ng the livestream. 

Titus scowled. “Aaron has really lost his mind.” 

He just can’t stop seeking attention with Simone. Now, everyone’s speculating
 about their relationship. 

Reuben furrowed his brows. 
“If someone uncovers Simone and Aaron’s true relationship, wouldn’t that be 
detrimental to jo?” 

Titus nodded. “Exactly. Whether it’s in terms of identity or relationship, it would
n’t be good for Jo. There have already been rumors suggesting that Aaron an
d Jo don’t seem like siblings but more like a couple. Their interactions in the li
vestream were too intimate. If they are indeed siblings, while it might be unco
nventional, people wouldn’t think too much of it. But if the true relationship bet
ween them is exposed, there’s a high chance some might start thinking in a m
ore scandalous direction.”  

He sighed. “This is my biggest concern.” 

Reuben pondered for a moment. “How about we use some paid followers to s
pread the rumor that Simone is Aaron’s cousin? Let’s prevent people from find
ing out about their actual relationship. I’ve been watching the livestream, and 
Simone doesn’t seem inclined to reveal their relationship. As long as she rem
ains silent, this issue can be resolved.” 

He added, “After this episode of the variety show ends, let’s all treat her a bit 
more kindly and coax her back.” 



Previously, he used to 
receive messages from Simone almost every day, like reminders to eat proper
ly and not skip meals. When he worked long hours, she would send him mess
ages to remind him to get 

up 

and move around. If he came home too tired, she would use her special tech
niques to give him a shoulder and back massage. It made him feel comfortabl
e and relaxed. At first, he didn’t pay much attention and thought she was bein
g too talkative with the messages. Now that he was no longer receiving those 
texts, he couldn’t get used to it. After working a day without 
getting Simone’s massage when he came home, he felt uncomfortable all ove
r. The next day, he woke up feeling tired, unlike before when he would wake u
p refreshed. 

Titus agreed. “Alright, once the variety show ends, let’s give her an escape ro
ute. She has a recording of the day she left the Gray Family. It would be best t
o coax her into deleting it when she returns. 

 


